
 
Munster Bovine are currently recruiting for a QA Engineer to join our expanding team in Mallow, 
Co. Cork. Consideration given for a Part Time- or Full-Time role with flexibility in working 
conditions.  

If you are looking for a challenge and would like the opportunity to work in a vibrant growing 
company, Munster Bovine would like to hear from you. 

This will be a hands-on role working within a small professional agile team in a highly 

collaborative manner. The role is primarily focused on ensuring our FarmOps software meets 

the highest standards. FarmOps is an App which offers farmers trusted decision support to 

ensure farm sustainability. 

As a Quality Engineer, you will primarily be responsible for testing new features on FarmOps 
along with regression testing the current application. As this will involve close, daily interaction 
within the context of an agile team, your communication and people skills will need to be 
superb. 
Responsibilities: 

 Work as part of an Agile team  

 Create clear and accurate bug reports 

 Quickly gain a working knowledge of the application  

 Conduct manual tests to ensure quality goals are met  

 Support production deployment of application 

 Participate in troubleshooting of issues 

 Maintain and expand existing testing documentation 

 Ad hoc testing as needed 
 

Experience, education, skills required: 

Interested candidates should forward a copy of their cover letter and up-to-date CV in strictest 
confidence by Friday 10th June 2022 to Denise Murphy, HR Manager, Ballyvorisheen, Mallow, 
Co. Cork to careers@munsterbovine.ie 

 
Munster Bovine is an equal opportunities employer 

 Essential interest in pursuing a career in Software Development or Quality Assurance  

 Desirable previous experience in a software testing or QA environment  

 Excellent attention to detail 

 Strong communication skills  

 Proactive and pragmatic attitude towards problem solving 

 Enjoy working in a collaborative environment 
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